Abstract-This paper considers the problem of generating dynamically feasible and collision free trajectory for unmanned aerial vehicles(UAVs) in cluttered environments. General random-based searching algorithms output piecewise linear paths, which cause big discrepancy when used as navigation reference for UAVs with high speed. Meanwhile, the disturbance may also occur to lead the UAVs into danger. In order to obtain agile autonomy without potential dangers, this paper introduces a three-step method to generate feasible reference. In the first step, a six-order Bezier curve, which uses Tuning Rotation to decrease the curvature, is introduced to smooth the output of the path planner. Then a forward simulation is implemented to find the potential dangerous regions. Finally, the path is reshaped by local optimal reshaping planner to eliminate residual dangers. The three steps form a circulation, the reshaped path sent to the first step again to check dynamic feasibility and safety. The method combining Six-order Bezier curve, Tuning Rotation, and local optimal reshaping is proposed by us for the first time, where the Tuning Rotation is able to meet various curvature requirements without violating the previous path, local optimal reshaping obtains both temporal and spatial reshaping with high time efficiency. The method addresses the system dynamics to achieve agile autonomy, which provides the geometry reference as well as the low level control. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated by the simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION Vehicle Autonomy consists of Environment Perception and
Modeling [1] , [2] , Path planning and smoothing [3] , [4] , [5] , and On-line Navigation [6] , [7] . Path planning aims to find a feasible path from the initial position to the goal position in the configuration space while avoiding the obstacles or dangerous regions. The goal of the path planners is to support a creditable reference for on-the-flight navigation, which contains geometry constraints as well as system states, called kinodynamic planning.
Traditionally, UAVs are embedded with open loop path planning heuristic where UAVs are thought to ensure accurate tracking without un-modeled disturbance. Therefore general path planning methods simply introduce the kinematic constraints into the whole planning procedure [8] to achieve a possible reference path, where the path only holds continuity with way points or velocity [9] . UAVs can only follow this kind of paths with relative slow speed and hovering at the discrete points, while the discrepancies increase for agile autonomous vehicles.
Numerous approaches for UAV path planning have been proposed, and our previous effort has been demonstrated that Rapidl-exploring Random Tree(RRT) and its improved versions have good performance in path planning in cluttered environments, and RRT is able to cope with robot path planning with high degree of freedom [10] . But still piecewise linear path is generated after exploration, where the discrete way points are not easy to follow without discrepancy.
For random search algorithms, another problem is that the planned path may lead to danger if disturbances happen [11] . In order to avoid dangers, a replanning with much stronger constraints is supposed to be executed. However, the time needed for replanning is greatly increased with such strong constraint [3] , thus path reshaping is more useful [11] .
This paper solves these problems by introducing a closedloop path planning method. Based on kinematic planner, this paper first introduces a kinematic smoother, which is based on six-order Bezier curve and Tuning Rotation, to generate second-order continuous trajectory. Then, it executes forward simulation to check dynamic feasibility and potential dangers. Finally, the method introduces a local optimal reshaping planner to reshape the path to avoid potential dangers. The method outputs dynamically feasible and collision free trajectory as navigation reference.
Dubins curve [12] and Bezier curve [13] are two most famous methods for path smoothing. Dubins curve calculates the shortest curve between two oriented states, such curve with curvature constraint is decided by expected speed and the maximum acceleration. This kind of method requires the shortest connection under the maximum curvature constraints, the path generated is only connected by straight lines and arcs without parameterization. Thus the method is not appropriate for designed discrete way points, which may generate so many arcs without curvature continuity. [14] combined Bezier curve with genetic algorithm to generate way-points continuous path, which does not consider curvature or velocity continuity. [13] introduces a control points interpolating Bezier curve for RRT. Eight control points are needed to achieve second-order continuity. However, the method cannot accurately follow the path if it is zigzag like.
B-spline is a variation of Bezier curve, which allows more controls than Bezier curve. [15] introduced this method to smooth the path achieved by RRT planner. B-spline can generate constant acceleration flight path, and if collision is detected, it returns feedback to the replanning planner to adjust the previous control points. [16] proposed a cubic spline based path smoothing strategy for Voronoi. The cubic spline has the ability of ensuring threat and fuel cost minima. G 2 -splines [17] and G 3 -splines [18] were introduced to solve car-like vehicles path planning and smoothing problem. But, these methods much depend on the constraints of the turning angle and velocity, they can not guarantee accurate tracking of the way-points. Also these methods sometimes need too many computational resources for iterative step adjusting.
Path reshaping consists of spatial and temporal reshaping [11] . [19] first presented a detailed work of path reshaping for obstacle avoidance. It introduced an elastic band which is represented as a finite series of configurations with bubbles, the elastic band is constrained by potential force that supported by the obstacles. The deformation is stopped until equilibrium points reached. However, the method is never tested to be length minimal, or able to jump out of narrow corridor. A probabilistic spatial reshaping is introduced in [15] , where the random exploring heuristic ensures local deforming rational, but the method is time consuming. Temporal reshaping first proposed to solve the problem of tracking delay [20] . The paper introduced a changeable lookahead distance chosen strategy to ensure tracking accuracy without changing the spatial distribution of previous path. However, the method does not guarantee continuity of speed or acceleration.
II. PLANNING FRAMEWORK AND PRELIMINARY MATERIALS
The framework of our proposed method is illustrated in Fig.1 . It generates collision free trajectory with position and speed reference for UAVs from the initial conditions, which is feasible to low level controllers. The proposed method contains four parts(see in Fig.1 ), which are, path planner, kinematic smoother, tracking controller and local optimal reshaping. Path planner is our former proposed random-based path planner [10] , which can find a near optimal path quickly. The kinematic smoother is designed to ensure control continuity. The tracking controller for our UAV [21] is designed based on the method in [7] , which is used to check the dynamic feasibility of the trajectory. If the trajectory is detected with potential dangers, local optimal reshaping is implemented to avoid such dangers. For path smoother, the dynamic constraints can be represented as,
Where x ∈ X ∈ R n denotes the robot state, u ∈ R m denotes the control input. To guarantee dynamic feasibility, the states and control inputs are under the following constraints,
General path planners only try to meet the maximum bounds (2), however the actual actuators are limited with the constraints that,
Where ε and ζ are constant factors. Equation (3) means the designed path must within the actuators' reachability.
A. Path Planner with Kinematic Constraints
The path planner uses Guiding Attraction based Random Tree(GART), which is formerly proposed in [10] . The pseudocode of the proposed method is presented in [10] , which consists of the following steps: 1)GART first samples a random node, 2)selects the best parent node to connect from, 3)tries to find a reachable node to connect to, 4)finds the obstacles surrounded, and introduces the attraction from obstacles and goal to redistribute the node generated by 3), 5)evaluates the feasibility. If the node is feasible, GART prunes the tree and outputs the piecewise linear path if the goal is reached. GART differs from general RRT* [15] in several ways, including: the obstacles around the node generated by general steer [3] are selected and used to calculate the resultant potential to guide the sampling nodes. The Guidng attraction [10] (Fig.2(a) ) is the obstacles and goal resultant potential which aims to ensure fast convergence and environmental adaptability. The obstacle is assumed to provide bidirectional potential, that is, repulsion in the inner part of the obstacle region, attraction in the outer part of the obstacle region ( Fig.2(b) ).
III. BEZIER CURVE BASED PATH SMOOTHER AND LOCAL OPTIMAL RESHAPING
This section discusses the key parts of the method which are illustrated with red boxes in Fig.1 . These are the main contributions of this paper, which aim to design a trackable and collision free trajectory for UAV.
A. Bezier Curve based path smoother 1) Six-order Bezier Curve for G 2 Continuity:
The path generated by the path planner is piecewise linear, which can be followed by UAVs at a low speed. However, the UAVs can not manage the turning at small and discontinuous radii, which is caused by the fact that path planner negotiates only with global kinematic constraints, and may lead the UAVs into dangerous region. This paper introduces a sixorder Bezier curve to smooth the path, that is,
Where P i , i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 6} are control points, (t 0 −t 1 ) is the time needed to cover current local path. B 6 i (t) is Bernstein polynomial and has the following form,
Bezier curve has the advantage of always passing through P 0 to P 6 , meanwhile the whole curve always lies within the convex hull that is constructed by the control points. The first derivatives of Bezier curve at t 0 and t 1 are,
The second derivatives are:
In order to achieve G 2 continuity, this paper introduces an interpolation method to ensure second derivative continuity by interpolating three points at the joint edge (see in Fig.3 ). The proposed Bezier curve consists of three discrete points generated by the path planner and four interpolating points which are used to achieve second derivative continuity. Fig.3(b) shows the details of the joint part of Fig.3(a) , (a) shows two six-order Bezier curves which decided by seven discrete control points, and the unlabeled nodes are interpolating points. (b) shows the details of joint between two Bezier curves, where P −2 , P −1 , P 0 , P 1 , P 2 are interpolating points.
Therefore, substitute interpolating condition (8) into (6) and (7), then we get the first and second derivatives at P 0 ,
Where P L denotes the left blue curve of Fig.3 and P R denotes the right green curve. Thus the proposed interpolation method ensures the second-order continuity along the trajectory, if given P [t 0 ,t 1 ] = [x(t), y(t)], the curvature along the Bezier curve is,
Equation (9) illustrates that our interpolation method (8) ensures the second-order continuity, that is, curvature continuity (10) .
2) Tuning Rotation: The proposed interpolation method ensures curvature continuity. However, a big turning at the joint edge of the two Bezier curves may exist(see in Fig.4(a) ). This is caused by: 1) the path planner obtains no smooth techniques; 2) the simple interpolation method that compels the Bezier curves to approach the boundary linear line. These two problems both have the probability of generating a surge of curvature as shows in Fig.4(b) , where such a big change in curvature may cause discontinuity of trajectory tracking and lead UAV into dangerous situation.
Let's first explain a concept called path consistency defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Path consistency): Given a set of path nodes, if the sum of the angles between all neighbor piecewise linear lines is small enough, then path is regarded as obtaining consistency. Or can be expressed as,
where θ i , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m} are the angles between two neighbor edges(see in Fig.5(a) ). b denotes the minimum value that can be tolerated. This paper introduces a method called Tuning Rotation (TR) which aims to increase the consistency of the local connection part. As presented in Fig.5(b) , four nodes directly lead sharp turning at the connection part between two curves, and the inconsistency of the four nodes can be simply reflected by the angle θ . Tuning Rotation tries to rotate the inner two nodes, which are N 3 and N 4 , to decrease the angle θ between the two cross lines, where P 0 is the middle node and fixed. TR first tries to find the relative direction between (N 4 − P 0 ) and (N 5 − P 0 ), then decides the rotational direction (clockwise or anticlockwise). Finally, iterative rotation with a certain small angle α will be implemented, that is, TR stops when the maximum curvature of this part gets no bigger than a certain constant, which means the Bezier curve is smooth enough for the UAV to track without exceeding the actuator limitation.
B. Local Optimal Reshaping
Local Optimal Reshaping (LOR) tries to eliminate residual danger along the kinematic smoothed path. UAV tracking accuracy is sensitive to the speed, which decreases with speed increasing and even worse when disturbance occurs. UAV simulations with dynamics show that the dangerous regions are with the nearest parts around the obstacles region. However, simply enlarge the safe margin will lead to exponentially increasing of the exploring time. The reasons are: 1) it decreases the Lebesgue measurement (i.e. the area or volume ) of collision free region, which in turn leads to increasing of probability of sampling in collision region. 2) it decreases the step extending length [3] , which also increases the exploring time when compared to the exploration in the same workspace.
LOR first analyzes the feedback returned by forward simulation which is the second step of our path planning framework. LOR holds the processes that:1) It first captures the dangerous regions along the planned path, where these regions are selected by forward simulation with disturbance and large speed. 2) Then for each local dangerous region, LOR picks up the discrete nodes within dangerous distance.
3) Finally, LOR reshapes the local path by minimizing the length and curvature cost of each local path, and the cost is subject to the reshaping direction and safe distance. The reshaping criterion is,
Subject to,
Where (2)] denotes the Bezier curve in 2D. The cost function consists of length and the average curvature along the Bezier curve that is formed by the local control nodes.
The constraints contain three parts(see (14)). The first constraint (14.1) is to guarantee minimal safe distance, i.e., r j + d sa f e , r j denotes the radius of the jth dangerous region, d sa f e is the minimal safe distance to ensure safety according to the speed and disturbance. (x j , y j ) denotes the center coordinate of the jth dangerous region. Constraint (14.2) and (14.3) stipulate the spatial reshaping direction and region for each local nodes that selected( see in Fig.6 ). For each dangerous node P i , LOR first calculate the angle of vector ⃗ R which starts from center coordinate of dangerous region to node P i . Then LOR defines that P i can only be redistributed to the quadrant according to previous calculated angle, which is the blue region of Fig.6 . Constraint (14.4) requires the cost to be calculated must according to the Bezier curve generated. This Bezier curve is controlled by the reshaped nodes and two fixed nodes of two sides. 2013B, and the laptop platform has a Core I5 processor and a 2G RAM. For all the simulations, the 2D or 3D maps are randomly generated.
A. Comparison of path planning algorithm
GART is discussed discussed in Section II(A) and [10] in detail, a set of carefully designed experiments in 2D and 3D are presented in [10] . The results illustrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
B. Path Smoother
Smoothed results of six-order Bezier curve are presented in Fig.7 , where the red line (in Fig.7(a) ) is the smoothed path. This paper plans the speed and acceleration by taking the first the second derivatives along the trajectory, SERVOHELI-40 is limited with 3m/s 2 acceleration. Fig.7(c) shows that the planned acceleration is within 3m/s 2 , which is continuous globally. The speeds (in Fig.7(b) ) guarantee no bigger than 10m/s, which is suitable for our UAV. The curvature along the smoothed trajectory is calculated based on (15) . But it should be noted that the curvature must obey the constraints with planned speed and maximum acceleration constraints, that is, m v 2 planned r = ma max . Thus, the maximum curvature can be derived. The comparative results of real curvature along the planned path and the maximum curvature constraints are presented in Fig.7(d) . We can see that the planned curvature (red line) is with smaller magnitude than the maximum curvature(blue line).
C. Path Reshaping and Tuning Rotation
It is illustrated in Fig.8 that LOR is introduced to find the probable dangerous regions(green circles), meanwhile LOR labels the discrete nodes within dangerous distance which are red nodes shown in Fig.8(a) . Then LOR executes optimal reshaping to adjust local control points to new safer position. The paper sets the safe distance as 4 meters, and the green nodes are redistributed nodes. The green curves are Bezier curves formed by the local control points. LOR further introduces a path-even method to delete big turning along the path, which interpolates new nodes to smooth the path. The final results of LOR are the red line as shown in Fig.8(b) , and the red small circles are control nodes. Path smoothing is still executed for path generated by LOR, the curvature along the path is presented in Fig.8(c) . Although it is no bigger than the maximum bound(in Fig.7(d) ), and it is still puts a heavy load on the actuator. This paper sets the maximal curvature as 0.1, and each time we set the rotation with one fifth of the angle between two pair nodes. It can be seen in Fig.9(a) , the red line is the results after tuning rotation. Final curvature of TR is presented in Fig.9(b) , it can be seen that no curvature is bigger than 0.1.
D. Final simulation based on system model with disturbance
Velocity disturbances are added to verify the performance of our method, which are white Gaussian noise whose magnitude is 0.2m/s. We test the tracking ability of both tracking method, and the results are illustrated in Fig.10 . Position tracking result is shown in Fig.10(a) , where the red line is the tracking trajectory, and the blue line in the reference trajectory. The figure shows that the disturbance causes big tracking error when turning occurs, while it (b) A comparative curvature result generated after TR, which means that the trajectory is smoother than before. Fig. 9 . The path generated after TR and its curvature.
obtains safety. Speed reference tracking result is illustrated in Fig.10(b) , where the red line is the tracking result, and the blue line is the reference trajectory. LOR can increase the safe distance to resist bigger disturbance. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a method which generates dynamically feasible and collision free reference for UAVs. The method is closed-loop which divides path planning as kinematic planning and dynamic adjusting. The kinematic planning is a synthesis of path planer, path smoother. Path smoother contains Six-order Bezier curve and TR. In order to decrease the tracking discrepancy caused by our GART path planner, Six-order Bezier curve and TR are introduced to ensure G 2 continuity and curvature minimal, respectively. LOR is proposed to use the dynamics feedback to find the dangerous region for local reshaping, thus to achieve safety under the dynamic requirements. The proposed method successfully solves the problem of supporting dynamically feasible and collision free reference. Simulation results show that the framework is robust to disturbance and feasible for actuators.
Currently, this paper does not embed dynamics in the path planner, and the obstacles are simply modeled as ellipse in 2D and ellipsoid in 3D. For further work, we want to conduct a more detailed research in environment modeling, and also try to embed the dynamics into the path planner.
